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CHANGES IN PROSPERITY 
 (as printed in the Highlands Ranch Herald on March 17th 2016) 

Finance by Patricia Kummer CFP® 

The idea of prosperity is changing.  For example, being a millionaire or having a college 
degree used to mean you were exceptional.  But now it feels like true affluence is a moving 
target.  Prosperity by definition refers to financial success.  Therefore it is relative.  You may 
only feel prosperous in comparison to someone less fortunate. 

From the 1980s through the end of the twentieth century, most Americans expected 
their prosperity to improve automatically.   Certainly each generation since World War II 
proved to be better off than their parents.  However, that pattern is changing. 

A prosperous retirement may have meant a gold watch and a pension….both things of 
the past.  A successful rate of return in investments used to mean about a ten percent return 
per year.  This is another bygone.  Fifty years ago, owning your own home (usually your first 
home) was a reasonable goal.  But that likely meant not moving to something better every few 
years. 

Today prosperity is measured in different ways.  Perhaps getting student loans paid off 
or keeping a job long enough to be vested in the 401(k) plan are signs of financial success.  
Having unlimited financial resources may make you rich but if your health is failing and your 
family is estranged, do you feel prosperous? 

These shifts should cause investors to seek different opportunities than in the past.  
Look what has happened to health insurance.  Most companies no longer offer retiree benefits 
and many employers reduced their contribution to group health plans.  Prosperity for me would 
be a good, affordable health care plan. 

Many Americans in their twenties and thirties don’t think they will ever retire.  They 
might not care about a big house or a paid off car, but high speed internet, Pandora, Twitter 
and Netflix are absolute necessities.   A pension plan will be obsolete for them as they may not 
want to retire if they are mobile and can work from anywhere at any time of the day or night. 

Investors should shift their focus to what will make life easier, simpler and healthier.  
Having a bigger house or a fancy car may not be as important as living space on one floor and 
Uber on your speed dial. 

It is no longer important that the banks don’t pay interest on a savings account.  Many 
people don’t use brick and mortar banks.  They can pay bills, transfer money and apply for  
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loans from their phone.  They can open a money market from an institution in the cloud with no 
employees and no phone number. 
 
 Businesses should think about what will be obsolete in the future.  Phone systems, 
large office space, desk top computers and copy machines will go by the wayside.  Digital 
storage and software systems are taking the place of file cabinets, calendars and notepads.  
The iPad is replacing textbooks. 
 
 Think about what makes you feel prosperous.  Is it a large bank account or a large 
group of friends?  Is it being able to give your kids money or teach them how to be self-
sufficient?    
 
 Look for opportunities for non-traditional housing, for those kids with student loans or 
empty nesters.  Seek preventative health care; opportunities to learn at any age and the ability 
to use technology to be better.  These are things that empower you, that are largely in your 
control and will likely make you happier.  These are the types of ideas that will fuel future 
investing. 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

Patricia Kummer has been an independent Certified Financial Planner for 29 years and is President 
of Kummer Financial Strategies, Inc., a Registered Investment Advisor in Highlands Ranch.   Kummer 
Financial is a 6 year 5280 Top Advisor.  Please visit www.kummerfinancial.com for more information 
or call the economic hotline at 303-683-5800.Any material discussed is meant for informational 
purposes only and not a substitute for individual advice. 
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